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1 Introduction
Convolutional neural networks can be trained on multiple areas and move more and more
into the focus of widely used technologies. They are excellent at detecting objects in an
image, f.e. a pedestrian.
They do this by filtering out non-relevant and distracting information, the here called
distractor, and keeping a signal supporting the object they found.
In certain areas, it’s really important to understand the reasons behind a decision a
neural network made. Therefore the authors of the paper ”Learning how to explain
neural networks: PatternNet and PatternAttribution” [5] focused on making the signal in
an image visible with the algorithm PatternNet and tried to find the relevance of certain
pixel, the attribution to the classification, with the algorithm PatternAttribution.
To get more familiar with the terminology, take a look at figure 1. In the first image in
the first row, the complete data x is shown. In the second image, only the signal s is left.
The non-relevant parts and noise, called distractor d, are removed.
In the second row, the attribution is shown. The attribution indicates how relevant
which part of an image is. In order to determine the attribution, some earlier approaches
already exist.
The most straight forward approach is to use a simple backpropagation through the
layers as described in [9].
The backpropagation determines the weights w, that need to be applied to the pixels of
the image to receive the correct classification y. The derivative of the equation wT x = y
∂y
is ∂x
= w. Therefore this is called gradient method. The problem with this simple
approach is, that it’s prone to noise and highlights only roughly interesting regions.
Other approaches have been proposed. Deconvolutional networks [12] and Guided
Backpropagation [11] are two methods, that are compared to PatternNet.
This paper shows that it’s also possible to gain more precise information about the
position of the classified object. It will even show which areas of the object are the most

